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PuzzlesSupreme Spot the Difference Book for Adults: Various Picture Puzzles.:
Hidden Pictures for Adults. Find the Difference Games.

Illusion in Plain Sight
Pumpkins, scarecrows, monsters, and other spooky creatures pop out in this
Halloween twist on everyone's favorite puzzle. Kids can use the included orange
highlighter to create glowing neon scenes and illuminate the cleverly hidden
objects in these challenging white-on-black puzzles. Illustrations. Consumable.

Supreme Picture Puzzle Books for Adults
This spot the difference book for adults has beautiful images chosen for their fun
aspect so that you can enjoy yourself with this photo puzzle hunt. If you
concentrate hard enough, you should not have any trouble finding all the
differences. In this picture puzzle book you will see some of the following: 25
puzzles to find lots of differences. Each page has one image with the altered
picture directly below for easy comparison. Look at the bottom to see how many
differences you will have to find per picture. There are 15-25 differences per image
with over 500 differences for you to find. Images were carefully chosen to ensure
that a minimum of 15 differences were possible per image. That being said, most
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of the images have a difficulty level where the differences are relatively easy to
find (about 80% easy per image) the rest of the differences require a bit more
searching and concentration to find. If you feel the need, solutions are provided at
the back of the book. Changes can include color changes, changes to shapes,
shapes that were removed, etc. This spot the difference book for adults is a large
book at 8.5 x 11 in (21.59 x 27.94 cm). This find the difference book for adults is
another book to add to your growing collection and should keep you busy for a
while. Don't wait. Buy this spot the difference book for adults now and embark on a
fantastic picture puzzle journey!

Hidden Picture Challenge
"Illustrated scenes related to the zoo invite readers to find a list of objects hidden
within them"--Provided by publisher.

Fairy Tale Hidden Picture Coloring Book
It's out of sight! For all you supersleuths out there, it's time to sharpen your
searching skills and gear up for some serious fun! The Everything Kids' Hidden
Pictures Book has tons of puzzles that take you from the beach to the classroom
and all over town in search of out-of-the-way objects hidden from plain view. Grab
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a pencil and start exploring these creatively mastered puzzles! Whether you're
sorting through laundry or posing for pictures, you can plow your way through
themes such as: Fun with pets Schooltime activities Friends and family Outdoor
entertainment With hundreds of objects just waiting to be discovered, you're in for
page after page and hour after hour of fun!

Where Are You Hiding Now? a Puzzling Hidden Objects Activity
Book
Presents a collection of more than forty picture puzzles featuring objects to find,
spotting differences between two photographs, and matching.

Hidden Picture Activity Book for Kids
Dive deep with this Hidden Pictures puzzle book featuring over 100 underwater
scenes and more than 1,900 hidden objects in Highlights best-known black-andwhite puzzles. With illustrations of aquatic adventures, beach parties, and other
fishy fun, each black-and-white puzzle in this book is carefully designed to engage
and entertain children while honing their concentration skills and attention to
detail. This book is sure to please every ocean-loving puzzler!
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Ocean Puzzles
This gigantic collection of hidden pictures features 72 full-page illustrations of
common items concealed in unlikely places. Sharp-eyed sleuths of every age will
welcome the challenge of detecting the objects that transform these scenes from
real to surreal. Each picture includes a list of hints, and solutions appear at the end
of the book.

Animal Hidden Pictures
This book with hidden pictures for adults will take you on a fantastic journey with
beautiful images that you will really enjoy. You have asked and we have delivered
yet another spot the difference book that you can enjoy! With this picture puzzle
book for adults, you will see some of the following: 50 Find the difference pictures
that include some of the following pictures: Fantasy, steampunk, planes, art, town
scenes, food, old places and more. Each page has one image and the changed
image is directly below. Each page indicates the amount of differences at the
bottom. Each image has between 5 to 25 differences. It is not so easy to quantify
difficulty, but during our quality checks, we found that about 80% of differences
are fairly easy to find while the rest of the differences were a bit more challenging.
Stuck? No problem; since all solutions are available if you really need some help.
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Changes include some of the following: Size changes, color changes, objects
removed or added and more. This is a large picture puzzle book at 8.5 x 11 in
(21.59 x 27.94 cm). From past experiences, it is evident that people have already
enjoyed this type of book and we know that you will enjoy it too. Don't wait! Order
your find the difference book now!

Halloween Hidden Pictures® Puzzles to Highlight
An amazing 15-foot-long fold-out Hidden Pictures puzzle features a whopping 280
hidden objects! This giant Hidden Pictures puzzle is the ultimate search-and-find
challenge. With sturdy pages that folds out to 15 feet in length, this puzzle
showcases an entire city marathon as runners work their way over giant bridges,
through busy parks, inside subway tunnels, and more--all in a race to the finish
line. A perfect and unique gift for Hidden Pictures enthusiasts of any age!

Secret Hidden Pictures® Puzzles
Challenging visual puzzles ask players to locate cowboy hats lost on a windy day,
find an ice cream cone, straw hat, and sunglasses lost in a snowbound landscape,
and more. 24 puzzles. Clues and solutions included.
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Lost Art
This Spot the Difference Picture Puzzle book for Kids improves their observation
skills while keeping their brain rejuvenated and smart. They need to compare two
very similar pictures and find the changes. These picture puzzles include scenes
from birthday parties, water parks, baking and fun at the beach; all involving
children so that kids can actually see how much fun they can have! Each of these
picture puzzles have changes ranging from 10 - 15 located below the changed
picture. Suitable for ages 6 - 10 and solutions are found at the back of the book.
Get this book now and be sure to keep their brain on the go. So what are you
waiting for? Let the adventure begin! Go to the "'add to cart" button now and get
your copy TODAY!

Hidden Picture Challenge
Do you like puzzles? Do you have a keen eye? In This Picture is a photographic
hidden pictures book for children. Filled with large, full color photos, with DOZENS
of objects hidden in each picture, this book is sure to delight children of all ages.
The carefully crafted scenes are playful, whimsical, and engaging. Many contain a
hint of humor. For example: fish flying animals in hats and sunglasses a statue
taking a selfie a dinosaur eating a cupcake. For every sharply detailed picture,
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there is a list of objects to find that range from easy and obvious to difficult to
spot, making this picture puzzle book good for children of all ages. Adults who
enjoy hidden objects games will like this book, too! This fun seek and find book for
kids will keep 'em busy for hours! It's perfect for: - rainy day activities - long car
rides - waiting rooms - quiet time - birthday and Christmas gifts, stocking stuffers
kids who don't like to read - a gift for families with kids of multiple ages INSIDE
THIS EDITION: 3 bonus pictures with one extra difficult object to find! Are you up
for the challenge? Do you think you can spot them all? NOT JUST FOR KIDS - In This
Picture makes a good brain exercising game for Alzheimers and seniors with
dementia.

Where Is It? The Ultimate Hard Hidden Picture Book for Adults
and Very Smart Children
This 46-pages Puzzle book is packed with over 22 black & white Hidden Pictures
puzzle. You'll find Pets on Pool, Animals studying on school, Rabbits swimming, and
other funny scenes. With more than 50 things Hard to find, this book will keep
everyone busy at home or on the go stragling to find the stuf. Search for cleverly
hidden cakes, Balls, boats, pizza, and so much more. If you are looking for a fun,
detailed and interesting Hidden Pictures Puzzles Workbook for a child, teenager or
"big kid" who loves solving puzzles or a Hidden Pictures fan, then my Puzzle
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Workbook is for you !

In This Picture
Packed with tons of emoji-inspired puzzles from Highlights, this is the ultimate
book of emoji-filled fun that kids will enjoy for hours! With emoji stickers that can
be used to solve Hidden Pictures puzzles, mazes, word searches, and more, kids
can enjoy their favorite messaging symbols and characters in a whole new way,
like finding hidden smiley faces, weaving through mazes of animals, and decoding
emoji phrases. The perfect gift for any occasion, this is sure to be a hit among
emoji-lovers of all ages.

Little Hidden Pictures
Twenty-four delightfully drawn tableaux with ingeniously concealed objects: a nearsighted giant's mislaid glasses; tools belonging to an absent-minded tree-house
builder; many other items.

Highlights(r) Hidden Pictures(r) a Coloring Book for Grown-Up
Children
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Highlights Hidden Pictures(R) puzzles about planes, trains and cars--now with over
280 colorful stickers! Stickers bring an exciting new element to everyone's favorite
puzzle--Hidden Pictures(R)! This book is filled with full-color and black-and-white
Hidden Pictures scenes about all kinds of transportation, along with 8 pages of
vibrant stickers to mark the hidden objects. For Hidden Pictures fans of all ages,
here is an unbeatable combination that makes a terrific gift!

Zoo Hideout
Includes over seventy pictures with more than 1,000 hidden objects to find, that
have appeared in previous issues of Highlights for children

Super Deluxe Hidden Pictures
This adult coloring book from Highlights, the iconic children’s brand, features a
nostalgic collection of intricate, challenging black-and-white Hidden Pictures
puzzles for a grown-up audience. Color in the puzzles for an enjoyable, stress-free
activity that provides hours of simple relaxation, as well as the fun of rediscovering a beloved childhood pastime. This is a coloring book that adults will
love. --Publisher.
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The Everything Kids' Hidden Pictures Book
Brain-twisting and ultra-challenging puzzles for the most experienced puzzlers
come together in Ultimate Puzzle Challenge , with more than 125 specially created
puzzles--including Hidden Pictures(R) scenes, mazes, Sudoku, word searches,
crisscrosses, logic puzzles, Check . . . and Double Check, and more. The puzzling
experts at Highlights have assembled a brand-new, 256-page collection of our
most challenging--and most rewarding--puzzles yet. Created for puzzle-loving kids
who are ready to up their puzzle game, the book is bursting with a wide variety of
mind-bending, super-challenging visual puzzles and clever word puzzles, all infused
with a sense of playful humor that will make kids want to keep on puzzling. With a
full-color interior of engaging illustrations and brilliant photos, this puzzle collection
is sure to please the most discerning of puzzle-loving kids.

More Hidden Pictures® Puzzles to Highlight
Kids will have tons of fun as they explore 12 whimsical scenes filled with excitingto-find hidden objects. Clues and answers provided. Each picture can be colored in,
too!

The Ultimate Hidden Picture Puzzle Book
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This Hidden Pictures puzzle-novelty book features an easy-to-store magic lens
made of sturdy paper and plastic to locate over 500 hidden objects and discover
amazing scenes. Every red-on-blue puzzle is a mystery until the lens reveals the
curiosities underneath, such as jet-skiing starfish, a robot workshop, and
astronauts in a faraway galaxy. Children ages 6-9 can become Hidden Pictures
detectives by using the clues to help locate the hidden objects and uncovering new
surprises every time.

Dinosaur Puzzles
Illustrator Anna Pomaska's FAIRY TALE HIDDEN PICTURE COLORING BOOK offers a
triple treat for children--a collection of favorite fairy tales, a puzzle book, and a
coloring book--all in one. A delightful drawing accompanies each story and hidden
in each drawing are objects from the story for young readers to find, while they
color the picture.

Ultimate Puzzle Challenge!
Adults are addicted to hidden pictures, too! Why? Because such games rescue
them from the dilemma of routine. They provide a means to break free and clear
the mind. They great adventures that the mind would appreciate. You can play
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hidden pictures on your own, or you can share the activity with friends. Grab a
copy today!

Where Is It? The Best Hard Hidden Picture Book for Adults and
Super Smart Kids
“Every Who down in Who-ville liked Christmas a lot . . . but the Grinch, who lived
just north of Who-ville, did NOT!” Not since “’Twas the night before Christmas” has
the beginning of a Christmas tale been so instantly recognizable. No holiday
season is complete without the Grinch, Max, Cindy-Lou, and all the residents of
Who-ville, in this heartwarming story about the effects of the Christmas spirit on
even the smallest and coldest of hearts. Like mistletoe, candy canes, and caroling,
the Grinch is a mainstay of the holidays, and his story is the perfect gift for young
and old. This Read & Listen edition contains audio narration.

The Jumbo Book of Hidden Pictures
Think You're Up To The Challenge? This hidden object book is both testing and fun
and and will bring you hours of enjoyment at the end of the day or whenever your
brain cells need a good workout! By having the courage to delve into this puzzle
book, you are effectively enhancing your skills of observation and concentration
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and will be left with the confidence to tackle any task that life throws at you. Each
puzzle is spread across a double page spread (2 pages per puzzle) and there are
10 specific objects to find across a mind boggling array of fun, colorful and
engaging items. 8.5"x11" dimensions of 40 full color pages We tested these
puzzles out on self proclaimed "hidden object experts" and suffice to say, they
definitely found this puzzle series wickedly difficult. And for the delicious
twist..there are NO CLUES!!!! Still think that you have you got it in you tackle this
book? If you answered yes, then don't waste anymore time and pick up a copy
today!! Our Activity Books are intended to help grown-ups and smart kids to relax
but in a meaningful manner. The vibrant colors and intriguing puzzles are sure to
stimulate your mind whilst providing a nice get away from the daily humdrum. Buy
a copy today and prove that your skills of observation are no match for our
ultimate hidden objects activity book!

Made You Look
For adults, playing hidden pictures makes a terrific past time. The game boosts
focus and concentration, which are skills that may be quite difficult to achieve
because of today's fast-paced living. Try to play one exercise today and you will
notice an almost immediate sense of peace envelope you. Buy a copy now!
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Where Is It? Hidden Picture to Find Activities for Adults
This activity book combines the fun of coloring with highlighters and the enduring
popularity of Hidden Pictures puzzles. Every intricate seek-and-find puzzle offers
the opportunity to see the hidden objects in a new way, resulting in a puzzling
experience that is unparalleled! Hidden Pictures fans will love creating eye-popping
neon artwork as they use highlighters to find and color hundreds of hidden objects.

Hidden Picture Mania
DESCRIPTION Think You're Up To The Holiday Challenge? This Special Christmas
Edition hidden object book is both testing and fun and and will bring you hours of
enjoyment at the end of the day or whenever your brain cells need a good
workout! By having the courage to delve into this puzzle book, you are effectively
enhancing your skills of observation and concentration and will be left with the
confidence to tackle any task that life throws at you. Each puzzle is spread across a
double page spread (2 pages per puzzle) and there are 10 specific objects to find
across a mind boggling array of fun, colorful and engaging items. 8.5"x11"
dimensions of 40 full color pages We tested these puzzles out on self proclaimed
"hidden object experts" and suffice to say, they definitely found this puzzle series
wickedly difficult. And for the delicious twist..there are NO CLUES!!!! Still think that
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you have you got it in you tackle this book? If you answered yes, then don't waste
anymore time and pick up a copy today!! Our Activity Books are intended to help
grown-ups and smart kids to relax but in a meaningful manner. The vibrant colors
and intriguing puzzles are sure to stimulate your mind whilst providing a nice get
away from the daily humdrum. Buy a copy today and prove that your skills of
observation are no match for our ultimate hidden objects activity book!

Hidden Picture Puzzles
These are cute eye candies that adults like you can't resist! Finding all the hidden
pictures in this book is going to be quite addicting. Play the game when you are
stressed or feeling down, and notice an immediate boost in spirit. It is
recommended that you keep a copy of this book in your office drawer or at home
for easy reach. Grab a copy today!

Longest Hidden Pictures® Puzzle Ever
They are right before your eyes, but your brain can be tricked into seeing
something entirely different, or not seeing it altogether. They hide secrets in plain
sight. Here are 135 of the most interesting and challenging optical illusions from
one of the masters of the art. Start easy, and go up the ladder of difficulty to test
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your powers of visual perception. All the answers are there, as well as the
explanations of why and how things can be seen.

The Brainiest Insaniest Ultimate Puzzle Book!
These are truly the ultimate in hidden pictures. Jam-packed scenes on every page
give hidden picture aficionados the ultimate challenge as they search for a
checklist of items that are cleverly obscured within each spread. To add to the fun,
each scene is also chock-full of visual jokes and humorous word balloons that will
keep kids entertained for hours. Just in time for travel, Ultimate Hidden
Picturestakes us on the ultimate road trip across America. From California beaches
and Arizona canyons to North Carolina caverns and New England fishing towns, no
corner of the United States is left unvisited! Whether diving for sunken treasure or
swimming with the fish, this is the ultimate excursion under the water. There's
more to watch for than just the whales, and there's more hidden beneath the
waves than you've ever suspected!

How the Grinch Stole Christmas! Read & Listen Edition
Fully illustrated in color, this treasure trove features 250 puzzles on every
imaginable theme and subject. The book is a bonanza of mazes, word games,
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visual and logic puzzles, and more.

Where Is It? Christmas Edition - The Ultimate Hard Hidden
Picture Book for Adults and Very Smart Children
More than 125 favorite picture puzzles and activities, including Hidden Pictures,
What's Wrong, mazes, and Checkand Double Check make this collection and
excellent gift for any occasion, and perfect for busy families on the go. With easyto-tear-off pages, the puzzles can be shared with a large group at a birthday party,
in the classroom, or for sleepovers and play dates. Nobody does puzzles like
Highlights (TM)! With bright illustrations and photos and varied levels of
complexity, this jumbo pad is sure to challenge, entertain, and delight kids who
can't get enough of visual puzzles. Kids of every ability will find their favorite
puzzles along with many more that will stretch their minds and help them discover
new strengths and interests.

The Ultimate Puzzle Book for Kids
Get 96 hidden pictures, 96 pages of learning fun! With wacky illustrations that
feature everything from pigs at a party to alligators in outer space, learning just
doesn't get much more fun than this! The more they look, the more they'll find,
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and the sharper they'll get. This Super Deluxe Hidden Pictures workbook will keep
kids fully occupied as they hone their eye-hand coordination, attention to detail,
and visual identification skills, while improving their math, language arts, science,
and social studies skills as well. What a great way to reinforce childrens natural
curiosity and desire to discover!

Spot the Difference Book for Kids
Puzzle fans of all ages will appreciate these amusing images and their clever
concealments of unlikely items. Inspect an elephant family portrait to discover a
hammer, feather, scissors, and a ski boot. Look for other discretely depicted
objects within pictures of baby crocodiles, a trio of hyenas, and other creatures.

Things That Go Puzzles
A challenging hidden picture activity game is more than enough to keep you busy
at any time of the day. It is an effective means of breaking routine and of removing
stress and tension from your body. You already have the skills required to play the
game so playing is really just about breaking the ice. Play today!

Ultimate Hidden Pictures Across America
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More than 150 perplexing puzzles for kids to build problem-solving skills--and boost
brainpower! Do you love puzzles? Welcome to The Ultimate Puzzle Book for
Kids--the most comprehensive puzzle book for kids ages 9-12, featuring tons of fun
and challenging activities. This awesome assortment of brain-stretching games is
perfect for friends and families on long car trips, summer vacation, and even just
after-school downtime. From complex crosswords to crazy mazes, this complete
puzzle book for kids ages 9-12 delivers hours of mind-bending entertainment for
budding brainiacs. You can play alone or play with a friend in the games-for-two
section. There's even an answer key in the back of the book if you get stuck! This
outstanding puzzle book for kids ages 9-12 includes: 150+ Tricky puzzles--Discover
hours of fun with this massive puzzle book for kids ages 9-12. Vexing variety--From
easy to hard, these puzzles get tougher as you go, and include math and logic
games, crosswords, mazes, picture puzzles, and more. Great value--Get clear
instructions and a high-quality layout featuring colorful images. Tackle an exciting
new challenge--dive inside this extraordinary puzzle book for kids ages 9-12!

The Ultimate Emoji Puzzle Book
Think You're Up To The Challenge? This hidden object book is both testing and fun
and and will bring you hours of enjoyment at the end of the day or whenever your
brain cells need a good workout! By having the courage to delve into this puzzle
book, you are effectively enhancing your skills of observation and concentration
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and will be left with the confidence to tackle any task that life throws at you. Each
puzzle is spread across a double page spread (2 pages per puzzle) and there are
10 specific objects to find across a mind boggling array of fun, colorful and
engaging items. 8.5"x11" dimensions of 40 full color pages We tested these
puzzles out on self proclaimed "hidden object experts" and suffice to say, they
definitely found this puzzle series wickedly difficult. And for the delicious
twist..there are NO CLUES!!!! Still think that you have you got it in you tackle this
book? If you answered yes, then don't waste anymore time and pick up a copy
today!! Our Activity Books are intended to help grown-ups and smart kids to relax
but in a meaningful manner. The vibrant colors and intriguing puzzles are sure to
stimulate your mind whilst providing a nice get away from the daily humdrum. Buy
a copy today and prove that your skills of observation are no match for our
ultimate hidden objects activity book!

Jumbo Pad of Picture Puzzles
Challenging visual puzzles ask players to locate cowboy hats lost on a windy day,
find an ice cream cone, straw hat, and sunglasses lost in a snowbound landscape,
and more. 24 puzzles. Clues and solutions included.

Supreme Spot the Difference Book for Adults: Various Picture
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Puzzles.: Hidden Pictures for Adults. Find the Difference
Games.
Spend hours of fun with your favorite dinosaurs in this Hidden Pictures® puzzle
book featuring over 100 scenes and more than 1,200 hidden objects in Highlightstrademark black-and-white puzzles. Dino days are here! With illustrations of all
kinds of dinosaur scenes, fossil digs, and other Jurassic adventures, each puzzle in
this book is carefully designed to engage and entertain children while honing their
concentration skills and attention to detail. This book is sure to please every
dinosaur-loving child!
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
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